
I n a column earlier this year, I wrote about
my preference for mixed case source
code, especially COBOL. But did you

know that you can also code Assembler in
mixed case these days?

I like the fact that these venerable old lan-
guages have been updated to allow for this.
In particular, I appreciate the fact that the
case can still be all upper, if that is what is
preferred. However, if desired, the case can
also be all lower case or, my preference,
mixed case.

MIXED CASE: REQUIRES
MORE ATTENTION

As I mentioned in that earlier column, typ-
ing mixed-case source code makes me feel
more like I am “writing” something. Call it a
quirk. Blame it on the Internet. Heck, give
Java and C some credit as well, but I prefer it.

Using mixed case has some pitfalls, though.
It is more difficult to type in mixed case. The
ISPF edit profile setting of CAPS ON/OFF
must be carefully managed. Many third-party
and “homegrown” software products do not
recognize mixed-case source.

Still, I work with it because to me the finished
code looks better and more polished somehow.

THE MIXCASE MACRO

Plus, I have a secret weapon: An edit macro
that will fix up any of my typing oversights—
the mixcase edit macro.

The balance of this month’s column will
discuss this macro.

THE BASICS OF THE MACRO

The mixcase macro is written in Language
Environment COBOL. It uses no ISPF com-
ponents such as panels, tables or skeletons.

When it needs to display a message, it uses the
IBM-provided message named ISPZ000. This
message uses two variables, ZMSG000S and
ZMSG000L. These two variables are for the
short and the long text strings that accompany
a standard ISPF message. When writing edit
macros, I highly recommend that this message
be used. Using ISPZ000 tends to simplify
search paths and allows the macro to be more
self-contained.

Having the macro resident as a link-edited
load module allows me to place it into a load
library that has been established in a tasklib
concatenation via the TSOLIB command. The
issuance of the TSOLIB occurs as part of my
normal TSO logon process. As a reminder,
TSOLIB can only be issued outside of ISPF at
native TSO (READY mode).

DIFFERENT
PROCESSING MODES

The macro can operate in one of four ways.
I wrote it this way for maximum flexibility. It
will operate on:

� A single line, from the cursor position
forward to the end of that line

� From the cursor position forward, to the
end of the file

� The entire file
� A range of lines, using the MXX/MXX

(or MXnn) line commands

An interesting feature of the macro is that it
is capable of recognizing user-defined line
commands (MX), cursor positioning or even
the entire file. The key to this flexibility is the
following three features:

� The ability to determine where the cursor
is positioned

� The optional use of trailing parameters
when the macro is invoked

� Return code recognition when “errors”
occur

The second and third bullet points need fur-
ther explanation.

ADDING YOUR OWN
LINE COMMANDS

Adding line commands to an edit macro
requires that the NOPROCESS keyword be
used in the MACRO declaration. NOPROCESS
prevents the editor from attempting to resolve
any line commands that might have been
entered by the edit user.

Then, at some later point in the flow of the
macro logic, the PROCESS macro command
is issued. Think of this as deferring the nor-
mally automatic PROCESS that would
always occur without the NOPROCESS
macro keyword.

In the mixcase edit macro, all function pool
variables are VDEFINEd, some edit session
values are retrieved and other set-up work is
done before issuing the PROCESS command.

When issued, the PROCESS command sets a
return code. A return code of zero indicates that
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line commands where entered in conjunction
with the command line entered macro. A return
code of four indicates that no line commands
were entered. Anything higher than a four
means that some kind of error occurred in the
line command entry.

ADDING TRAILING
PARAMETERS

The PROCESS command really is a decision
point in the logic of the macro. If valid line
commands were entered, the RANGE_CMD
service is used to capture the first and last line
where the line commands were entered.

However, if a valid trailing parameter is
present in ZPARM (another IBM variable that
can be used with edit macros) in conjunction
with valid line commands, this is considered
an error. The valid parameters for mixcase are
ALL and FWD.

ALL communicates that the user wants the
entire source file converted to mixed case.
FWD indicates that the mixed case should
begin from the current cursor position and
continue to the end of the file.

Since both of these parameters conflict with
the concept of a “range,” as indicated by the
use of line commands, the error message: No
Parameter Hereis displayed and the macro
ends with a return code of 12.

For the FWD parameter, I elected to
honor the cursor column as the leftmost
bound of the mixed-case operation. For
example, if an 80-byte source file was being
edited and the cursor was in column 40
when a FWD parameter was used, all the
way to the end of the file, only text in
columns 40 through 80 would be converted
to mixed case.

After all, if I wanted all 80 columns of the
dataset converted to mixed case, all I would
have to do is place the cursor in column 1
when I invoked the macro. Again, this is just
another touch of flexibility.

OTHER MACRO TRICKS

If you want to keep the macro invocation
text in the command line after ending with an
error, simply exit the macro with a return code
greater than 8. I prefer to use 12.

The last service that the mixcase macro
issues is actually the ISPF SETMSG service.

Note that SETMSG is NOT a macro service.
Just by issuing SETMSG, the return code
would be set to zero. So you need to save the
return code that you want to exit with and
move it to the return code as the very last state-
ment in the macro.

Refer to FIGURE 1.
Another trick to employ is the CONTROL

service of ISPF. I use CONTROL ERRORS
RETURN in the mixcase macro to trap bad
return codes and handle them myself. Again,
note that this service is an ISPF service, not an
ISREDIT macro service.

Caveat: Never add the CONTROL
ERRORS RETURN service until you are pretty
well along in your testing and you understand
why you are getting non-zero return codes.
Use the dialog test option (Option 7 of ISPF)
to test your macro. Start by setting a simple
breakpoint for the ISREDIT service.

Even without breakpoints set, running under
dialog test gives you the option to continue
executing the macro when non-zero return
codes occur.

CONCLUSION

NaSPA members can download the mixcase
macro from www.naspa.com soon. Remember
that it is a load module macro and its name
must be preceded by an exclamation point
when it is invoked:

Command => !mixcase

Other than the compiled code, no other
ISPF components are required. I would love to
hear from some C or Java coders who might
find it useful. Feel free to modify it to suit your
needs or taste.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design. He
can be reached at conlogco@attbi.com.
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There are several other error conditions not shown, but the important thing to note is the Move statement before the
COBOL Goback. It communicates via return code how the macro ended. If the Move statement were not there, the
SETMSG service would always reset the return code to zero.

01  Misc-Fields.                                                 
05  Max-Rc                    Pic  9(04) Value Zeros.

.

.

.
0001-Main-Logic.                                                 

Call Isplink Using Isredit Null-Len Do-Process.              
Perform 4000-Get-Line-Commands      Thru 4000-Exit.          

If Return-Code > 4                                           
Move 12            To Max-Rc                        
Move Bad-LC-Short   To Zmsg000s                      
Move Bad-LC-Long    To Zmsg000l                      

Else                                                         
.
.
.

Call Isplink Using Setmsg Ispz000.                           
Move Max-Rc            To Return-Code.                  
Goback.

FIGURE 1: SAVING THE VALUE OF THE RETURN-CODE IN A COBOL EDIT MACRO
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